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SUMMARY OF DIRECTIONAL DIVERGENCE CHARACTERISTICS OF
SEVERAL HIGH-PERFORMANCE AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
By H. Douglas Greer
Langley Research Center
SUMMARY
Many high-performance jet airplanes have exhibited a directional divergence at
angles of attack near the stall. The divergence is usually associated with aircraft having
highly swept wings and can lead to large losses in altitude and spins, which can result in
losses of airplanes and aircrews. A considerable amount of information has been gener-
ated by past investigations of specific airplane configurations. The present paper sum-
marizes much of this information with special regard to the correlation of experimental
data with a dynamic directional-stability parameter known as Cn_,dy n. Much experi-
mental data come from free-flight dynamic model tests and wind-tunnel force tests of
these same models. A limited amount of full-scale flight data is available for correla-
tion with the model tests.
This summary shows that many, if not most, high-performance airplane configura-
tions exhibit the directional divergence at high angles of attack. The divergence can be
predicted in most cases by the criterion that when Cnfl,dy n is negative, a divergence
will be experienced. Leading-edge slats are found to be the most effective device for
eliminating the directional divergence or delaying it to higher angles of attack, at least
for airplanes with wings of moderate sweep.
INTRODUCTION
Many high-performance jet aircraft have exhibited a directional divergence when
flown at angles of attack near or above the stall. The directional divergence is usually
associated with aircraft having highly swept or delta wings. Conditions for divergence
can occur during landing approach, take-off, or in maneuvers, especially during combat
maneuvers where the pilot may inadvertently cause the aircraft to reach very high angles
of attack. The divergence can lead to a spin from which a recovery might or might not
be obtained, or if the divergence occurs at low altitude, the likely result would be the loss
of the aircraft and probably the crew.
Experience has shown that the divergence does not correlate with simple static
directional stability as measured in a wind tunnel, but is a more complicated dynamic
phenomenon. A dynamic directional-stability parameter called Cn_,dyn,which canbe
determined from wind-tunnel force tests, was developedmanyyears agoto serve as a
criterion for prediction of the possibility of a directional divergence and correlates fairly
well with the directional divergence characteristics shown by free-flight model tests.
Considerable experience has been gained in this problem area over the past 20 years,
but the results of this experience have never been summarized. The purpose of the pres-
ent paper is to summarize the experience of the NASA Langley Research Center, most of
it with free-flight models and wind-tunnel force tests of these same models at the same
value of Reynolds number. This combination of model test techniques offers an excep-
tional opportunity for correlation of wind-tunnel and flight because it eliminates the two
principal factors which often thwart such correlation - differences in Reynolds number
and configuration.
The present paper summarizes the high-angle-of-attack characteristics of a num-
ber of high-performance aircraft as determined from model force tests and free-flight
tests and correlates these characteristics with the dynamic directional-stability param-
eter Cn_,dyn. Data are also presented to show how several airframe modifications
affect the static lateral-stability parameters (Cn_ and Cl_ ) and Cn_,dyn, and thereby
offer means for altering the divergence potential of a configuration. The derivation of
Cn_,dyn from the lateral equations of motion is given in the appendix.
SYMBOLS
All aerodynamic data with the exception of lift are presented with respect to a body
system of axes. The lift data are presented with respect to the wind axes (fig. 1).
Dimensional values herein are given in the International System of Units (SI) (ref. 1).
A,B,C,D,E coefficients of lateral-stability quartic
b wing span, m
CL lift coefficient, Lif____t
qS
C l rolling-moment coefficient Rollin_ moment
' qSb
Cn yawing-moment coefficient Yawing moment
' qSb
IZ
Cn_,dy n directional divergence parameter, Cnfl - _X C1/_ sin
C
CR =
I Z
CR' = Cn_ cos a - _xCl/_
sin
Cy side-force coefficient,
F D drag force, N
Side force
qS
F L lift force, N
Fy
IX
Iz
K = 4mix
p2S2b 4
KX o
KZ o
MX
side force, N
moment of inertia about longitudinal body axis, kg-m 2
moment of inertia about normal body axis, kg-m 2
nondimensional radius of gyration in roll about principal longitudinal
IX
axis,
mb 2
nondimensional radius of gyration in yaw about principal normal
IZ
axis,
mb 2
rolling moment, m-N
My pitching moment, m-N
MZ yawing moment, m-N
m aircraft mass, kg
P rolling velocity, rad/sec
q free-stream dynamic pressure, N/m 2
3
yawingvelocity, rad/sec
wing area, m2
V velocity, m/sec
X,Y,Z longitudinal, lateral, and normal axes, respectively (fig. 1)
Ot angle of attack, deg
angle of sideslip, deg
6 e elevator deflection (positive when trailing edge down), deg
A leading-edge sweep, deg
root of lateral-stability quartic
Pb lateral-directional relative-density factor, m/pSb
P mass density of air, kg/m 3
8Cl 0C n 0Cy
Cl_ : 0_ Cnfi = -_ Cyfl :
oC1 _C n 0Cy
C/p= pb Cnp- oPb Cyp- oPb
2V 2V 2V
oCl _Cn OCy
C/r - rb Cnr = rb CYr rb
2V 2V 2V
PRESENTATION OF DATA
Presented in figure 1 are sketches defining the axis systems and positive directions
of the force and moment data are indicated.
Figure 2 presents time histories of flight data obtained from the flight recorder of
a full-scale test aircraft during a directional divergence.
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Data from 17different aircraft configurations are presented. Theseconfigurations
(designatedA to Q) have beencategorized as fighters, bombers, and transports.. Included
in the fighter group are research aircraft of fighter size and configuration. Plan views
of the configurations are presented as follows: Fighters in figure 3; bombers in figure 4;
andtransports in figure 5.
Presented in figures 6 to 22are wind-tunnel static-force test data for the configura-
tions discussed in this paper. The force test dataare presentedwith zero control deflec-
tion unless otherwise specified. Note that for figures 13(b), 17(b),and 19(b)the scale for
Cnfl,dyn hasbeenchangedfor convenienceof plotting.
BACKGROUND ON CnB,dyn AS A CRITERION
In the late 1940's low-aspect-ratio swept-wing fighter configurations began to
emerge, and it soon became apparent that they could behave very differently at the stall
from their predecessor straight-wing configurations. Whereas straight-wing configura-
tions generally experienced a roll-off type of divergence at the stall because of one wing
stalling before the other and unstable damping in roll immediately beyond the stall, the
swept-wing configurations began to show a directional divergence at high angles of attack.
In order to illustrate a directional divergence, a time history of an actual flight test
of configuration J is presented in figure 2 (ref. 2). The traces presented in this figure
show the major flight variables and control-surface deflections as a function of time.
During the time period represented on these traces, the pilot was attempting to make a
60 ° banked turn to the left. After the pilot rolled into the turn, the angle of attack was
increased at a fairly constant rate. At approximately 38 seconds, the normal accelera-
tion began to decrease even though the angle of attack was still increasing, thereby indi-
cating major stall. At approximately 50 seconds the aircraft diverged violently and
entered a 21-turn spin to the right. This example shows not only what occurs during a
divergence, but with the aircraft entering a spin, clearly illustrates the seriousness of
the divergence problem.
Langley's first experience with directional divergence was encountered during tests
of dynamically scaled flying models of configurations B (ref. 3) and C (ref. 4) in the
Langley free-flight tunnel. From tests of these two configurations together with con-
figuration A (ref. 5), it was apparent that the problem was more complicated than one of
simple static directional instability (negative CnB). Configurations A and B, which had
similar geometric characteristics, both had negative values of Cn/_ at high angles of
attack; but configuration B diverged, whereas configuration A did not. One aerodynamic
difference was that configuration A had positive dihedral effect (-C/B) at high angles of
attack, whereas configuration B had negative dihedral effect (+C/B). Similarly, configura-
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tion C diverged in the clean condition,whereas it did not diverge with slats extended,
althoughboth conditions hadnegativedirectional stability at high anglesof attack. Here
again the model diverged when Cl{3 waspositive and not when Cl_ was negative. The
experimenting aerodynamicist quickly related these facts that a combinationof -Cn_
and +C/fi resulted in a directional divergencebut that a combination of -Cn_ and -Cl_
did not. Then the dynamicist becameaware of the problem and suggestedthat the moment
of inertia differences of the old and newfighter configurations might be a contributing fac-
tor. A theoretical analysis group headedby Leonard Sternfield, then of Langley, studied
the problem and concludedthat the divergences occurred whenthe C-term of the stability
quartic becamenegativeandthey developeda simplified form of the C-term and called
it Cnfl,dyn,or the dynamic directional-stability parameter. The derivation of this param-
eter is given in the appendix.
The term Cn_,dyn seemedto correlate reasonablywell with the directional diver-
gencecharacteristics observedwith configurations A, B, and C, andsubsequentdynamic
models; but at that time there were someunexplainedexceptions. Becauseof the begin-
ning of the air-launched missile era whenfighters were not going to be maneuveredto
high anglesof attack, no summationof the experience with directional divergence andthe
correlation with Cnfl,dyn was ever made,eventhoughmost of the experiencewas gained
10 to 15years ago.
CORRELATIONOF Cnfl,dyn WITHDIRECTIONALDIVERGENCE
A summary of the divergence characteristics of the configurations discussed in this
paper is presented in table I alongwith an indication as to howwell the directional diver-
genceparameter correlated with the actual divergence characteristics. The correlations
are rated as good,fair, andpoor. The rating of goodwas assignedto configurations for
which Cnfi,dyn correctly indicated no divergenceor correctly indicated a divergence and
the angle of attack at which it occurred. Table I showsthat the correlation was goodin
nearly two-thirds of the casesshown. This showsthat Cnfi,dyn canbe a useful tool in
predicting the occurrence of directional divergence; and, since the aerodynamicterms in
the expression Cn_,dyn canbe measuredduring static-force tests, it is relatively easy
to get an indication of whether or not the airplane might experiencea directional diver-
gence. However, to determine the maximum usefulnessof Cnfi,dyn,the cases with fair
or poor correlation must be examinedto studythe limitations of the parameter Cnfi,dyn
in predicting directional divergence. The fair andpoor ratings are usedto designate
configurations for which Cn_,dyn either fails to predict accurately the angle of attack at
which a divergenceoccurs or fails to predict a divergencealtogether.
The ability of Cn_,dyn to predict directional divergenceaccurately canbe affected
in several ways.
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For example, included in the fair rating are configurations J andN (ref. 6 and
unpublisheddata) for which Cnfi,dyn did not becomenegativebut for which there wasa
dip in the curve for Cn_,dyn which approachedzero at the anglewhere the divergence
occurred. It is possible in these casesthat the datapoints plotted to obtainthe curves
presented do not represent the extremes of the curves andthat negativevalues of Cni3,dyn
exist betweentwo of the points that were plotted. Another possibility deals with the terms
that were neglectedin reducing the C-coefficient of the lateral equationof motion to
Cnfl,dyn. It is possible that for these configurations the values of these terms are large
enoughto causethe C-coefficient (for which Cnfl,dyn is an approximation) to become
negativeat points where Cnfl,dyn approacheszero.
Another factor which affects Cnfi,dyn is the use of static datawhich do not accu-
rately match flight conditions in calculating Cnfi,dyn. Two conditions which may not be
matchedare control deflections andpower. In some cases theseparameters canhave
marked effects on the static lateral-stability parameters Cnfi and Cl_.
Another reason for the inability to predict a directional divergence canbe seenby
examining the curves for Cn and C1 plotted against /3. In calculating Cn/_,dyn, the
curves for Cn and C l against 13 are assumed to be linear. This assumption is not
always true, especially at high angles of attack. An example of nonlinearity is seen in
the case of configuration B (ref. 3). The curves for Cn and C1 against /3 for the
higher angles of attack are shown in figure 7(c). These data show that for /3 = +2 ° and
fi = +5 °, Cl_ remains negative throughout the angle-of-attack range and Cnt 3 remains
positive up to an angle of attack of about 25 °, thereby resulting in a curve for Cn/3,dy n
that dips at an angle of attack of 25 ° but does not become negative. However, for
= +10 °, Clfi becomes positive at an angle of attack of about 25 ° and Cn_ becomes
negative at an angle of attack of about 22 °, thereby resulting in a negative Cni3,dy n above
an angle of attack of 23 °. This indicates that both Cnfi and Clfi are nonlinear between
/3 = +5 ° and fl = +10 °. Free-flight model tests showed that this configuration diverged
at an angle of attack of about 25 ° .
The parameter Cn_,dyn can also fail to predict a directional divergence when the
divergence is caused by the controls. At high angles of attack the rudder may be placed
in an area of reduced dynamic pressure in the wake of the wing, thereby resulting in a
loss of control power. At the same time, deflection of ailerons at high angles of attack
often results in large adverse yawing moments. If these adverse moments become large
enough, they may overpower the stability of the aircraft, thereby resulting in a divergence
while Cnfi,dyn remains positive. This type of divergence is more fully discussed in
reference 7.
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METHODSFORELIMINATING DIRECTIONALDIVERGENCE
Sincea directional divergence is a very undesirable characteristic for anyaircraft,
many tests havebeenmadein an effort to determine airframe modifications which would
eliminate the divergence. The results presented in table I (refs. 3 to 6 and8 to 14)show
that changesin the airplane configuration can significantly changethe airplane's diver-
gencecharacteristics. In this section the effects of certain airframe modifications on
Cn_, Cl_ , and consequently on Cn_,dy n are discussed. The effect of a given modifica-
tion is shown to vary from aircraft to aircraft, and therefore no general conclusions can
be drawn as to the effect of a particular modification.
Increased Vertical-Tail Size
Since a directional divergence is caused by a loss in directional stability, the most
obvious airframe modification to improve directional stability would seem to be an
increase in the vertical-tail area. In most cases, however, the loss in directional sta-
bility is caused by the vertical tail becoming ineffective at high angles of attack because
it is in the low-velocity stalled wake of the wing or because it is in a region of adverse
sidewash which can even cause the tail to be destabilizing. Under such conditions,
increasing the tail area might be destabilizing or at best provide little increase in sta-
bility. An example of the effect of increasing the vertical-tail size for configuration C
(ref. 4) is shown in figure 8(b). The data show the expected increase in Cni3 and Cl_
in the lower angle-of-attack range, but there is little effect on the angle of attack at which
the derivatives go to zero. Free-flight model tests also showed no difference in the angle
of attack at which the divergence occurred with or without the vertical-tail extension.
The data of figure 12(b) show the effect of doubling the vertical-tail area of configura-
tion G (ref. 8). These data also show the expected increase in Cnfi and Cli 3 at low
angles of attack with the larger vertical tail, but little improvement in the high-angle-of-
attack characteristics. Free-flight model tests showed an increase of 3 ° in the diver-
gence angle for the modified configuration. The data of figure 15(c) show the directional-
stability characteristics of configuration J with the short nose (ref. 2) with three different
vertical tails. The data show that changes in vertical tail have little effect on Cnfl in
the high-angle-of-attack range. Free-flight model tests confirm the ineffectiveness of
vertical-tail modifications on this configuration in increasing the angle of attack at which
the model diverged.
These examples show that increases in vertical-tail area are relatively ineffective
in improving the high-angle-of-attack characteristics of the particular configurations
studied. It should be pointed out, however, that increased vertical-tail size might be ben-
eficial for other configurations and should be considered before eliminating such a modi-
fication as a possible solution to high-angle-of-attack directional-stability deficiencies.
Leading-EdgeSlats
Oneof the most effective meansfor delayingor eliminating the directional diver-
genceseemsto be the leading-edgeslat. Force test data showthat leading-edgeslats
result in increases in both Cnfl and Clfl (with a corresponding increase in Cn_,dyn),
especially in the high-angle-of-attack range. This increase is illustrated in figure 8(b)
for configuration C (ref. 4). Free-flight model tests of configuration C showedthat
leading-edgeslats eliminated the directional divergence. Configuration E (fig. 10(b))
showsless of an increase in Cn_, Cl_, and Cnfl,dy n with leading-edge slats than did
configuration C, but note that this configuration did not have a divergence problem.
Another outstanding example of the effect of leading-edge slats on the high-angle-of-attack
characteristics is shown in figure 15(b) for configuration J (ref. 6). The effectiveness of
slats in extending the angle of attack of divergence for this configuration has been verified
on both free-flight models and flight test aircraft. Both tests showed a 6° increase in the
angle of attack at which divergence occurred.
The data presented in figure 21 for configuration P (ref. 9) show the effect of
leading-edge slats for two wing sweeps. With a sweep angle of 20 ° the leading-edge slats
produce a large increase in Cn_ and Cl_ , but for 72 ° sweep, Cnfl is decreased and
Cl_ is only slightly improved. The effectiveness of the slats seems to be limited by
sweep angle.
Although it is not documented in the present paper, experience has shown that
leading-edge flaps have effects similar to those of leading-edge slats.
CONCLUSIONS
The present summary of some of the existing data on the directional divergence of
high-performance jet airplanes indicates the following:
1. Most high-performance jet aircraft exhibit the directional divergence
characteristics.
2. The dynamic directional-stability parameter Cn/3,dy n predicts directional
divergence fairly well.
3. Correlation of directional divergence and Cnfl,dy n can be improved by care-
fully selecting data which represent flight conditions and by accounting for nonlinearity
in the curves for yawing moment and rolling moment against angle of sideslip.
4. In some cases a reduction in Cn_,dy n at high angles of attack to a near zero
value may indicate a directional divergence.
5. For aircraft with moderately sweptwings, leading-edgeslats seemto be the
most effective airframe modification for reducing or eliminating the directional diver-
gencepotential of the aircraft.
Langley Research Center,
National Aeronautics andSpaceAdministration,
Hampton,Va., October 6, 1972.
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APPEND_
DEVELOPMENT OF Cnfl,dy n
The lateral open-loop (no pilot) flight motions are determined by the equation
AA4 +B)t 3 +CX 2 +DX +E = 0
An aircraft becomes unstable and divergence will occur when one or more of the roots of
this equation becomes positive. This equation will have unstable roots if any of the coef-
ficients or if the combination of coefficients BCD - AD 2 - B2E (Routh's discriminant)
becomes negative. Experience has shown directional divergence usually occurs when the
C-coefficient becomes negative. The nondimensional form of the equation for the
C-coefficient is (ref. 2)
C = Pb (-KXo2CYrCnfi + KXo2CnrCY _ + 4PbKXo2Cnfl cos ol
+ KZo2ClpCy _ - KZo2C/fiCyp - 4PbKZo2C/_ sin c_
+ _CnrC/p - _CnpC/
By using the definitions
and
m
m
Pb pSb
I__ x
KXo2 = mb 2
I Z
KZo2 -
mb 2
and rearranging the terms, the C-coefficient can be reduced to the form
C = KC R
where K- 4mix
is a constant for a given configuration. A change in the sign of thep2S2b4
C-coefficient is indicated by a change in the sign of CR. This reduced form of the
C-coefficient is found by the equation
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APPENDIX - Concluded
c pSb,_ \ IZc/^/sin_ pSb,_CR= Cnfl os ol- 4mUYr) -Ix P\ + 4mUypj
+ b2 + 4 \m_"nrUYt 3- 2-_xC/rCnp)pSbc/p(__Cnr+_CYt3) pSb/l,_ ,_ b 24I x
This equation shows that most of the terms are the product of two derivatives. These
derivatives are usually <<1; therefore the products of these derivatives are assumed to
be small compared to the other terms. Terms involving products of derivatives are
dropped from the equations, thereby yielding the equation
I Z
CR' = Cn; _ cos ot - _-_XCli 3 sin o_
This equation has been further reduced by assuming cos a = 1. The resulting expres-
sion is called Cnfi,dy n because it is an indication of dynamic directional stability.
Thus
I z
Cn_,dy n = Cni 3 - _X Cll3 sin (_
This last assumption can be shown to have little effect on the results.
been made for two different configurations to compare the values of CR, CR' , and
Cn . _, that is, to illustrate the effect of the simplifications. The calculations werefl,dy,
done in terms of per radian to fit the equation for C. The results of these calculations
are presented in figure 23. These results show that Cn_,dy n is a good representation
of C R.
Calculations have
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(a) Flight variables.
Figure 2.- Time histories of directional divergence encountered in flight. Configuration J.
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Configuration A
( ref. 5)
f
Configuration B
( ref. 3)
Configuration C
( ref. 4)
Configuration D
( unpublished data)
Figure 3.- Plan view of fighter configurations examined in study.
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!Config u ration E
( unpublished data}
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Figure 3.- Continued.
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Figure 3.- Concluded.
Configuration L
( unpublished data)
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f I
Configuration M
(ref. 12)
Configuration N
( unpublished data)
Figure 4.- Plan view of bomber configurations examined in study.
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Figure 7.- Continued.
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Figure 8.- Longitudinal and lateral characteristics of configuration C (ref. 4).
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Figure 9.- Longitudinal and lateral characteristics of configurationD (unpublished data).
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Figure 10.- Longitudinal and lateral characteristics of configuration E (unpublished data).
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Figure 10.- Concluded.
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Figure 11.- Longitudinal and lateral characteristics of configuration F (unpublished data).
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Figure 12.- Longitudinal and lateral characteristics of configuration G (ref. 8).
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Figure 13.- Longitudinal and lateral characteristics of configuration H (ref. 10).
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Figure 14.- Longitudinal and lateral characteristics of configuration I
(ref. 11 and unpublished data).
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Figure 14.- Concluded.
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Figure 16.- Longitudinal and lateral characteristics of configuration K (unpublished data).
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17.- Longitudina! and lateral characteristics of configuration L (unpublished data).
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Figure 17.- Concluded.
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Figure 19.- Longitudinal and lateral characteristics of configuration N (unpublished data),
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(b) Lateral characteristics. /7 = ±5 °.
Figure 19.- Concluded.
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Figure 20.- Longitudinal and lateral characteristics of configuration 0 (ref. 13).
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Figure 20.- Concluded.
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Figure 21.- Continued.
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Figure 21.- Concluded.
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Figure 22.- Longitudinal and lateral characteristics of configuration Q (ref. 14).
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Figure 22.- Concluded.
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Figure 23.-Comparison of CR with C R' and Cn_3,dy n for two configurations.
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